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Days after egg case removal

Fig. 3. a:t) Intitiation of egg mnaturation3
on renmovail of the eggr cases in pregnant
fem.ales (4 to 5 wx eeks) whose seruLms
wxere sulhjected to electrophoresis. The
nuimber- of aninmals which had the female
specific pr-otein in the hemolymph is in-
dicated hy a +. (b) Fgg-matUring fenmale.
(c) Fgg-matUrillg femaile 4 days after
removal of the erg case. The arrows in-
dlicate the female specific protein.

cipitated in 10 percent trichloroacetic
acid and then used for protcin and
radioassay. ihe specific activity of the
total serum proteins of egg-maturing
females was nearly three times that ot
allatectomized females (Table 1). The
rate of the synthesis of the female spe-
cific protein in normal egg-maturing fe-
males was about as high as that of the
other serum proteins together. The rate
of synthesis of the nonspecific proteins
was three timeics higher in the egg-
nmaturing females than in allatectomized
ones. Treatment of serums from alla-
tectomized females with the antibody to
female specific protein yielded no pre-
cipitate. Implantation of active corpora
allata into allatectomized females with
ligated necks caused both a high rate
of synthesis of the female specific pro-
tein and an increase in the synthesis
of the nonspecific protein (Table 1).
Application of 1 tcg of JH caused
the de novo synthesis of the female
specific protein at a somewhat higher
rate than the implantation of fouLr ac-
tive corpora allata (9).
One can conclude that the corpus

allatum hormone causes not only the
le niovo synthesis of a female specific
protein but also increased general pro-
tein synthesis. Since the head was li-
gated in the allatectomized females,
neurosecretion from the pars inter-
cerebralis or hormones from the cor-
pora cardiaca probably can be ex-
cluded as controlling agents of the ob-
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served protein synthesis. These results
do not, however, negate any additional
roles that those latter endocrine glands
may play.
My data are in agreement with the

hypothesis that the presence of the fe-
male specific protein is a prerequisite
for egg maturation and not merely a
concomitant of egg maturation. Addi-
tional observations strengthen this con-
clusion. The egg cases of females that
had been pregnant for 4 to 5 weeks
were removed, an interference that
leads to a renewed egg maturation
visible after about 8 to 12 days. Sam-
ples of serum were taken from these
animals at daily intervals. ImmuLn0o-
electrophoresis showed that some fe-
males had begun to produce the spe-
cific protein 3 to 4 days after removal
of the egg cases (Fig. 3). This is 3 to
5 days before any traces of yolk de-
position are detectable in the oocytes
ancd before the accessory sex glanids
exhibit signs of activity. This findinig
corroborates analogous observations af-
ter treatment with JH; several days
beforc yolk deposition begins, the fe-
male protein is present in the hemo-
lymph. The importance of this pro-
tein for egg maturation is also suig-
geste" by the fact that more thain 80
percent of the protein extractable from
mature eggs is identical with the female
specific protein (6). Although other
nonspecific proteins contribute rela-
tively little to the yolk, the fact that
their synthesis is stimuLlated by the
corpus allatum hormones suggests that
they are essential in egg inaturation.

FRANZ ENGELMANN
Departm1enit of Zoology. University Of
California. Lo.s Anigeles 90024
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Field Potentials Generated by
Dendritic Spikes and
Synaptic Potentials

Abstract. Predictionis from7z the cable
iRiodel an,d equations for field poteni-
tials genierated by siiigle nieluronzs are
computed ancd cotinpared wvith extra-
ceellitlar recor-dinigs fr-onii synaluptically
aIctil'ated cerebellar Purkinje cell den-
dr-ites. Neither theory predicts the re-
sulits, nor does tfie experuinenital situta-
tiont satisfy tile assum)lptionis of either
theory. Thleoretical calculationis fr-omn a
recenit formulation developed by Rall
comn pare fa l'orab ly with potemi tials r-e-
corded by oth7er tauthors. A ppliceitioims
of thlese formulations are' discu,ssed.

Some controversy has arisenl over the
interpretation- of potentials recorded
extracellularly from alligator cerebellar
cortex (1). At issue is the applicability
of the cable model of neuLrons as op-
posed to the voluIme conductor theory
(2, 3). The problem is of interest as
an example of the genieral difficulty of
interpreting extracell LIlarly recorded po-
tentials from complex neILral tissue. I
will analyze the predictionis of each
theory and apply a new formulation
dleveloped by Rall and Shepherd (4)
which overcomes many of the failures
of the classical approximations.

Llinas et al. (1) nave adduced evi-
dence in favor of propagating dendritic
action potentials. They stimtllate elec-
trically a surface sheet or beam of
parallel fibers which form the main
excitatory input to Purkinje cells and
record extracellularly at various depths
in the cortex. A negative wave appears
and its latency is increased with deeper
electrode placements. They contend
that this progressive delay with in-
creasing depth implies active propaga-
tion of spikes through the dendritic
tree. A conditioning surface stimulus
abolishes this transient response to a
subsequent test stimulus, presumably
via interneuronal inhibitory pathways.
A slow surface-negative, depth-positive
potential remains which is interpreted
as an excitatory postsynaptic potential
(EPSP). Inhibition may not only abol-
ish spikes, but also can reduce the am-
plitude of some EPSP's and enhance
others, depending on the postsynaptic
geometry (5); hence this inhibitory ef-
fect cannot be used to determine wheth-
er the first wave is a spike or an
EPSP. Other evidence contributes to
the interpretation of the fast transient
as a dendritic spike, but these support-
ing results are inconclusive, anid Llinas
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et al. feel that the field potential rec-
ords are the major evidence for the
existence of dendritic spikes.

Calvin and Hellerstein (2) argue
that the cable model predicts the vol-
ume potentials in the present recording
situation; Llinas et al. (3) use volume
conduction analysis instead. Both groups
appear to regard the slow bump re-
maining after inhibition of the fast
negative transient as an EPSP. One
would expect at least one of the
above theories to predict the recorded
field potential waveform and spatial
behavior. This slow transient is re-
plotted as Fig. 1A from a figure of
Llinas et al. [figure 2B in (1)].

Calvin and Hellerstein (2) argue that
the existence of a large isotropic vol-
ume of synchronously active cells of
similar geometry eliminates the average
transverse or laminar current. They
therefore feel justified in applying the
cable model to extracellular potentials
as in the case of an isolated nerve,
where intracellular and extracellular
potentials are proportional (6), and
they use this model to predict the field
potentials in the vicinity of a system
of neurons generating a passively con-
ducted EPSP. They believe this pre-
diction resembles Llinas' fast negative
transient. They approximate the effect
of brief EPSP's by the impulse response
of the cable equation for an infinitely
long cable (7):

Vm(X,T) = k,T-½/2e-T-X2/4T (1)

where Vm(X,T) is the membrane po-
tential for an impulse at T = 0 and
X =0O, T = t/r is the time in mem-
brane time constants, X = xiX is the
axial or longitudinal distance in space
constants, and k1 is a constant. Rall
(8) has shown that this formula applies
even to a branching dendritic tree if
certain reasonable geometries of branch-
ing are satisfied and X is considered a
function of x. In this report I take
X to be a constant; the graphical re-
sults could easily be adapted to a
varying X by locally scaling the x-axis.
If Calvin and Hellerstein's assumption
of intracelluar and extracellular pro-
portionality holds, then this equation
also represents the field potentials (9).
This prediction is plotted as Fig. 1B
in space and time.
The curves display only negative po-

tentials at all depths, and a delayed,
broader, and smaller peak with in-
creasing depth. The slow transient data
(Fig. IA) fit only the last prediction.
Even the fast negative transients, plotted
as Fig. 3A [from figure 1C of Llinias
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et al. (1)], fail the crucial criterion of
monopolarity (10). Furthermore, syn-
chrony, symmetry, and zero average or
local transverse current are not suffi-
cient to justify application of the cable
model to extracellular potentials. Con-
sider two identical nerves placed paral-
lel on filter paper soaked in Ringer
solution separated by 2 cm and acti-
vated synchronously at one end; the
net transverse current is zero, yet an
electrode midway between the nerves
records a volume conductor triphasic
action potential, not the monophasic
one predicted by the cable model. The
cable model alone is inadequate for
predicting the characteristics of the
slow transient in the cortex.

Llinas et al. (3) apply volume con-
duction analysis, which predicts that
a spike propagating through the den-
drites of a single open-field neuron
will appear as a triphasic transient at
all depths below the surface, while an
EPSP will reverse polarity as the elec-
trode moves from current sink to
source. They assume that the poten-
tials from all the active Purkinje cells
simply add. In the vicinity of an open-
field neuron in a volume conductor,
the field potential at a given point is
very nearly proportional to the integral
of membrane current divided by the
distance to each membrane segment.
Close to the nerve the local membrane
currents predominate, so the potential
will be nearly proportional to the cur-
rent through the adjacent membrane
(11). This current is proportional to
the second spatial derivative of the
membrane potential (6); therefore the
EPSP field potential of a long dendrite
expected under the assumption of
Llin'as et al. is proportional to the sec-
ond spatial derivative of Eq. 1:

d2V. (X,T) -k T"2( 5 - 1 T-X2/4T

(2)

where k2 is a constant determined by
the geometry and tissue conductances
(Fig. 1C).
The volume conductor predictions

are biphasic in space, but some depth
potentials are also strongly temporally
biphasic, in contrast to the actual re-
cordings (Fig. 1A). Also the spatial
curves do not predict the mid-depth
concavities seen in the slow transient.
This formulation, then, also fails to

account for some aspects of the data.
The error in application can be under-
stood if it is recalled that classical
volume conductor theory applies only
to the field induced by a single neuron

in a charge-free medium. It is derived,
by solving Laplace's equation for the
boundary condition of the nerve mem-
brane surface potentials. Consider again
the two synchronously active identical
axons. Place a plane perpendicular to
the neurons' plane, parallel to the neu-
rons, and equidistant from them. The
charge distributions on the two sides
of the plane are identical; hence there
can be no currents across this boundary
and also no gradient of potential. This
imposes an additional boundary condi-
tion on the solution of Laplace's equa-
tion for each neuron (12), resulting in
altered field potentials and current flows.
The currents from each neuron are
now contained within the volume
bounded by the imaginary plane. If
the neurons are widely separated, this
new boundary condition will perturb
the original field only slightly, and vol-
ume conduction theory will still predict
the results. If, however, there are not
just two but many similarly oriented
neurons packed tightly together and
activated synchronously as in the cere-
bellar cortex, the extracellular current
from each neuron is confined to the
immediate region of the neuron. Now
the actual as well as the average extra-
cellular currents become almost purely
axial, and one can approximate the
extracellular medium as a series of re-
sistors (13). These geometrical restric-
tions will cause the beam of activated
Purkinje cells to act like a closed field
where the field potential gradients in
the beam are proportional to the
Purkinje cell membrane gradients given
by the cable model (14). Hence the
unmodified single neuron volume con-
ductor solution is not relevant to the
present recording situation.

This analysis predicts a zero surface
potential with respect to a distant elec-
trode (15). The data contradict this
prediction. However, if a secondary
pathway is allowed to shunt current
from the Purkinje cell somata through
surrounding tissues to the distal Pur-
kinje dendrites (see Fig. 2), the cere-
bellar surface will no longer be iso-
potential with infinity. The reference
electrode sits somewhere on this sec-

ondary current pathway, which thus
acts to divide the potentials generated
according to cable theory in the acti-
vated beam. The secondary current

pathway begins in the Purkinje cell
layer, since deeper potentials are less
positive, thus implying that current is
flowing away from the sink (see Fig. 2).
With Rall's procedure (4), the position
of the reference lead on the divider
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can be determined by the relative am-
plitudes of the positive and negative
passively generated peaks in the re-
corded potentials and is here found to
be four-sevenths of the electrical dis-
tance from distal dendrites to soma.
To calculate the expected field potential
at a point in the stimulated cerebellar
cortex, the cable model is first used
to predict the potential of the point
relative to the locus of the impulse
representing an EPSP, and then four-
sevenths of the difference between the
surface and soma level potentials is
added to the cable potentials at each
instant in time. This calculation re-
quires an estimate of the effective
lengt-h constant of the dendritic tree or
the equivalent cylinder model intro-
duced by Rall (8). I chose 300 pt as
the value for X that yielded the best fit
of calculations to data. Since the den-
dritic tree is 300 /. long, this sets the
cylinder length at 1 X. Other values dis-
tort the potentials slightly and shift
them along the x-axis. The field po-
tentials predicted by this restricted cur-
rent potential divider model are shown
in Fig. 1 D. The fewer zero crossings
and nearly monophasic waveforms are
also characteristic of the recorded po-
tentials (Fig. IA). The potential di-
vider obscures the apparent propagation
of the EPSP when potential is mea-
sured against time, and this explains
the absence of any clear propagation of

Fig. 1. (A) Field potentials recorded in
the alligator cerebellar cortex following
electrical stimulation of the surface paral-
lel fiber input to the Purkinje cells [from
(1]. These potentials represent the slow
transient following stimulation when the
fast transient has been blocked by a con-
ditioning stimulus. (B) Field potentials
predicted by the impulse response of the
cable model where the reference electrode
is assumed at a great axial distance from
the recorded activity. (C) Field potentials
predicted by the impulse response of a
cable placed in an infinite charge-free
medium where 'the reference electrode is
at infinity. (D) Field potentials predicted
by the impulse response of a restricted
current potential divider model, with the
reference electrode at four-sevenths of the
electrical distance from the distal dendrites
to the somata of the Purkinje cells along
the secondary extracellular current path-
way (see Fig. 2). The dotted lines here
and in Fig. 3 refer to recordings below the
region of the dendrites, along the second-
ary current pathway. In (B) through (D),
no effort is made to predict the absolute
a9mplitudies of the& volit"age sincthi cal-
culation involves knowledge of the intra-
and extracellular conductances. In all
drawings, potential is plotted versus time
at different depths on the left, and versus
depth at different times on the right.
25 JULY 1969
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Fig. 2. Diagram showing the pathways for
the current generated by a single dendritic
tree activated synaptically at the distal
tips. Current flows into the darkened com-
partment where there is an active excita-
tory synapse, and outward from the pas-
sively depolarized proximal compartments.
See text for further explanation.

the EPSP slow transient. Evidently
this recording situation makes interpre-
tation of potential latencies extremely
tenuous, especially for passive events.
Moreover, the potential divider intro-
duces mid-depth upward and downward

aV

0

+V

iV

0

concavities (filled and open arrows in
Fig. ID) in the spatially plotted field
potentials which account for this other-
wise anomalous property of the re-
corded potentials (16).

If this application of Rall and Shep-
herd's restricted current potential di-
vider formulation is appropriate to the
particular geometry, circuitry, and stim-
ulation of the present case, the theory
should predict the field potentials in
a system of electrically excitable den-
dritic trees as well. In order to make
such calculations, the dendrites are
modeled as compartments whose con-
ductances display kinetic properties
similar to those of the Hodgkin-Huxley
equations (17). The calculations re-
quire that the compartments be coupled
by a safety factor, that the number
of compartments and the space constant
of the chain be known, and that a stim-
ulus be specified (4, 18). Such calcu-
lations would be very tedious. However,
in their analysis of olfactory bulb field
potentials (4), Rail and Shepherd give

Fig. 3. (A) Cerebellar cortex field potentials following a single parallel fiber stimulus
[from (1)]. These are the fast transients or dendritic spike potentials. (B) Field potentials
predicted by the restricted current potential divider model where a spike is propagating
antidromically out excitable dendrites. These curves are replotted from Rall and
Shepherd (4) and are from a model with geometrical and potential divider parameters
somewhat different from those most appropriate to the experimental situation. I invert
Rall's V- and x-axes to account for an opposite propagation direction and polarity
convention.

412

the predicted field potentials in anti-
dromically invaded synchronously ac-
tive parallel dendrites of chain length
of 1X, where the dendrites are elec-
trically excitable. The curves from his
figures [figures 8C and lOC in (4)] are re-
plotted as Fig. 3B. These curves are for
a system of neurons in spherical sym-
metry, with a potential divider reference
of one-fourth, where an action po-
tential enters the dendrites from the
soma. The case of antidromically in-
vaded olfactory bulb dendrites is some-
what different from the orthodromical-
ly invaded linear array treated here.
Nevertheless, the similarity of these
predictions to the fast negative transient
in Llinas' recordings (Fig. 3A) is strik-
ing. In both calculated and experi-
mental families of curves, one sees not
only the delayed latencies and broad-
ened smaller peaks that Calvin and
Hellerstein attribute to EPSP's, but also
the triphasic waveforms, propagated
spatial maximums, and zero crossings
in time and space that only actively
propagated spikes would display. This
analysis, then, does distinguish spikes
from EPSP's, and identifies the fast
transient rather unequivocably as an
active spike, as concluded originally
by Llinas et al. (1).

I do not wish to insist on the com-
plete generality of this new formula-
tion. For example, the deflections in
Llinas' data representing the parallel
fiber presynaptic spike volley are ac-
curately and validly represented by
classical volume conduction models.
This is because these potentials result
from a suddenly activated nerve sheet
of small extent where the active elec-
trode is at a point in a passive resistive
medium accessible to the membrane
current of each axonal compartment
and the reference lead is in the same
medium at a great distance. Similar
considerations apply to recordings made
lateral to the activated beam reported
in a more recent paper by Llinas et al.

(19).
It is clear, however, that neither the

cable model for membrane potential
nor the Laplace equation solution for
one neuron in a volume conductor can

always be applied without modification
to fields surrounding neurons with com-

plex geometries and coordinated ac-

tivity. The activity of each neuron

places boundary conditions on the ac-

tion currents of other neurons, and, un-

less these conditions can be specified,
analysis is difficult indeed. The present
example stresses the need for care-

fully examining the assumptions in-
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herent in any mathematical model be-
fore applying the model, and indicates
that the recent formulation by Rall
may be useful in the analysis of syn-
chronous activation of units that have
linearly ordered structural symmetry
about the recording electrode.

ROBERT S. ZUCKER
Department of Biological Sciences and
Neurosciences Program, Stanford
University, Stanford, California 94305
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from the two measures. Our report
demonstrates a direct covariation be-
tween RT and TO with ipsimodal stim-
uli, and proposes a common underly-
ing theoretical framework which allows
a prediction of the TO performance
from simple RT to the same stimuli.
The essential features of the theoret-

ical proposal are shown in Fig. 1. Den-
sities corresponding to receptor system
latencies to the two stimuli are pre-
sented one above the other, with the
convention that the origin of the time
scale is located at presentation of stim-
ulus 1. In this example the interstim-
ulus interval, r, is negative, meaning
that stimulus 2 is presented first, and
so the latency density, f2 (t2), for

' 0 t

Fig. 1. Densities for detection latencies
after stimulation from two sources, offset
by the interstimulus interval, r. Hatched
area is the probability that the latency
for stimulus 2 exceeds a latency of t for
stimulus 1.

stimulus 2 has been shifted 7 units to
the left. Three assumptions are suffi-
cient to produce a prediction of the
psychometric function relating the
probability of a stimulus 1 report to r.
(i) Receptor system latencies are inde-
pendent of each other; (ii) neither dis-
tribution is changed by changes in r;
and (iii) the subject reports "stimulus 1
first" whenever on a particular trial
stimulus 1 latency is exceeded by stim-
ulus 2 latency plus r. That is, the sub-
ject reports physiological asynchrony
as physical asynchrony and has no dif-
ficulty in discriminating which input
system was first.
Under these assumptions for an ar-

bitrary input latency, t, from receptor
system 1 (dotted line in Fig. 1), the
probability of a stimulus 1 report is
simply 1 -F2 (t-7 ). This formulation
is appropriate for positive values of T
as well, as the latency distribution
functions are zero for negative argu-
ments. Weighting each probability by
the density of t, and integrating, we
find

P.C("Sl first") F(T) =

J f1(t) [ - F2(t- T)] dt (1)
0

where F(T) is the cumulative form of
the latency difference distribution (3).
The decision rule might have been
stated as the following: the subject
reports "stimulus 1 first" whenever t1
- t2 < r. Varying T produces different
criterion values and the decision pro-
cedure is the same as that described
for the two-alternative forced-choice
situation in signal detection theory (4).
The mean and variance of the differ-
ence distribution are the difference
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Temporal Order Judgment and Reaction Time

Abstract. A model which predicts judgment of the temporal order of stimuli
from simple reaction time is proposed. Visual data show covariation of the two
measures with luminance changes, and suggest that (i) temporal order judgments
reflect a biased response criterion and (ii) the motor component of reaction time
has little variability relative to variance in receptor system latency.
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